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Never has a project been so topical! 
 

© Global Peace Building Program 
 

This program is a vital part of the Global Serendipity Project 
 

Designed by Pauline Sibbel (founder Sibbel Solution)  
 

The future depends on what we do in the present – Mahatma Ghandi 
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Intro 

Change only can takes place through action!   
It is time to act! It is time to realize World Peace. To realize an inspiring future perspective for all young people on this planet. 
Let’s  organize a clean, green and futureproof planet where war, poverty, hunger, racism, isolation, loneliness, slavery, abuse, crime, inequality,  
exclusion, destruction, pollution and social, political and cultural divisions are belonged to the past. Let’s realize happy, healthy, self-sustaining   
communities where people are living and working together at the level of freedom, direction, autonomy and self-reliance. We can realize it in a  
simple, elegant and intelligent way.  At the High Frequency level of flow, Serendipity (synchronicity) and win-win for all.  
 
The future depends on what we do in the present – Mahatma Ghandi 
I have designed the Global Peace Building Program to unlock potential, to activate Human Capital and to organize the uncompromising  
paradigm shift from scepsis to see the solution. From talking to doing. From a narrowed to an expanded consciousness. This doesn’t happen by  
itself. It starts with training based on the consistent implementation and anchoring of universal core values (respect, honesty, equality and  
unconditional love) in attitude, behavior and mindset. In policymaking, decision-making and quality of leading, governing, acting, learning,  
performing, communicating, collaborating and organizing politics.   
 
 If we want to change the fruits (results), we need to change the roots!   
This is an invitation to join the most revolutionary and pattern breaking awareness program of all times.  
It’s life changing because of the strategy to accelerate the expansion of consciousness. It’s Mind-blowing because of the quantumleap to 
TOPLEVEL awareness. From this zero-limit perspective (meta vision) you can see how to solve current challenges and historical issues at the root 
cause side. Let’s stop give people fish, let’s teach them how to fish. Let’s give people the most practical and logical skills to become an inspiring 
leader, a master of manifestation and a person free of prejudices. This have benefit for a lifetime and the next generations.  
 
If we can see it, we can do it – Walt Disney 
This amazing awareness program starts outside the box and outside our comfort zone. 
Here, In the quantum field of possibilities, you will experience the impact of self-love, self-confidence, self knowlegde and self-empowerment. 
 Let’s make world peace topic number one in our agenda’s. Let’s realize world peace before the end of 2025. 
 
With love, Pauline 
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Who is Pauline Sibbel 
 

We are all one and connected!  

Hello, my name is Pauline, and I am excited to introduce the Global Peace Building Program 

worldwide. This life changing program starts out of our comfort zone and out of the box. The 

field where magic begins. The position where you can see the solution to realize world peace.  

 

The future depends on what we do in the present – Mahatma Ghandi 

This program is an eyeopener. The power, impact and results of Excellence training at the level 

of universal values is unlimited. This holistic, non-linear and non-duality strategy, based on 

pillars, principles and crucial insights of metaphysics and neuropsychology, is by far the most 

fast, effortless, efficient, elegant and intelligent way to make wishes a reality.  

 

Utopia? Too good to be true?  

Everything is possible and nothing is as it seems. We are unlimited human beings with an unprecedented amount of talent, potential and self-

healing abilities at our disposal. So much more than 99% of the people know, believe, and think it’s possible. In the Global Peace Building 

Program, you will learn how to unlock this potential in a non-conventional way. Essential to find the key to overwin fear and scepsis.  We are 

using the moral compass as inner guide, frame of reference and turn signal. To make dreams come true. To become Masters of Manifestation. 

.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Pauline is a visionary, business consultant, strategy designer and experienced Meta vision trainer. She is an expert in the field of expansion of 

consciousness and inspiring leadership. She is owner of Sibbel Solution, founder of the Global Serendipity Project and Designer of the Global 

Peace Building Program. Her neutral, revolutionary, unconventional and uncompromising quantum approach is based on 40 years of mindset 

research, training and studies of the applied metaphysics and quantum psychology. Her strategy is the most elegant manner to realize TOP 

LEVEL awareness and to organize world peace. She is using this strategy in all her programs. Dare to act, dare to choose and dare to be clear! 

Do you want to know more about her special approach and inspiring programs? Listen to her Ted talk and read the interview! 
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About the Global Peace Building Program   
 
As long if we are together, we are light as a feather! 

 
Vision  Everything is possible, and nothing is as it seems. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Ambition  Realizing World Peace before the end of 2025 by training in expansion of consciousness.  
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Philosophy  We are living together on this beautiful planet. We have the assignment, responsibility and priority to pass on Mother 

 Earth to the future generations in a clean, green, sustainable and future-proof way. Everything works if we work together 
 across cultures and industries and solve current problems and historical issues on the root cause side. Fast, efficient, 
 elegant, intelligent and based on  flow, Serendipity (synchronicity) and win-win for all.  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Target Audience Openminded people with the world vision, the next generation mindset and the courage to act.  Intrinsically motivated 

students, World Leaders, Ministers, Entrepreneurs, NGO’S and board members of University’s. Teachers, professional and 
young heroes with focus on the well-being of people and passion for innovation at all levels.  
For people who know and believe that everything is possible.  

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Strategy The strategy is based on pillars, principles and crucial insights of metaphysics and neuropsychology (quantum 

psychology). This strategy is by far the most efficient strategy to overcome issues, to see solutions and realize World 
peace.  Let’s make dreams come true by expanding consciousness. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Success X Formula This program starts with the quantumleap to TOPLEVEL awareness, a life changing eyeopener. Essential to unlock 

potential, to activate talent and reconnect with you Inner Genius. From the Zero-Limit Point of view (meta-vision) you can 
see the simple solution to realize World Peace. To organize the Personal Excellence, Excellent Governance and  

  Global Peace Building Mindset 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
Topics  Global Zero-Crime Policy: the key to overcome criminality. 
  Global Zero-Poverty Policy: the key to transform poverty to prosperity. 
  Global Mental Health Policy: HF awareness is the foundation for Global mental health (stop suicide, abuse and drugs) 
  Global Regenerative Agriculture Policy: the key to healthy soil, healthy food, fresh water and Zero – Waist Policy 
  Global People-Animal Harmony Policy: the key to respect for animal and wildlife 
  The art of HF time, energy and relation management: presence, abundance and a full battery of energy 

HF Community Building (micro economy): HF awareness is the foundation for realize happy and healthy communities.  
Global HF Education and HF relations: based on respect, honesty, equality and unconditional love. 
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Timetable 3-day Global Peace Building Program 

 
Day 1  Personal Excellence  
09.00 – 09.30 Welcome and introduction with dance  
09.30 – 10.00 Goal of the Global Peace Building Education: to realize the Global Peace Building Mindset 
10.00 – 10.30 3 Levels of awareness /the quantum - leap to TOPLEVEL awareness (meta vision - superposition) 
10.30 – 10.45  Coffee break 
10.45 – 11.15 About universal values, laws and energy frequencies: the magic of Personal Excellence and flow 
11.45 – 12.00 Skills for inspiring leadership (servant, authentic, visionary, transforming and neutral)  
12.00 – 12.30 The importance to be neutral and to realize Personal Excellence  
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break with walk 
13.30 – 14.00 Working together at the level of connection, trust, responsibility, safety, vitality and freedom 
14.00 – 14.30 The basic skills to realize the Global Peace Building Mindset   
14.30 – 15.00 How to realize a Zero - Crime & Zero - Discrimination society (mindset, policy and strategy) 
15.00 – 15.15 Tea break 
15.15 - 15.45 How to realize a Zero - Poverty & People - Animal - Harmony society (mindset, policy and strategy) 
15.45 – 16.30 Q & A / evaluation /next steps 
 
Day 2  Excellent Governance 
09.00 – 09.30 Welcome with dance and Kaizen time: reflection/integration/interaction   
09.30 – 10.00 Detox at all levels by Ho’oponopono: the essence of self-healing 
10.00 – 10.30 How to build a value driven neurological network connections: the moral compass as leading force 
10.30 – 10.45  Coffee break 
10.45 – 12.30 Meditation / 5 pillars of Personal Excellence / impact of High-Frequency crew building (horsecar)  
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break with walk 
13.30 – 14.00 Basic illusions & skills of HF community building (mindset, policy and strategy) 
14.00 – 15.00 How to organize a High Frequency Society and Excellent Governance culture (Excellent Governance in practice) 
15.00 – 15.15 Tea break 
15.15 – 15.45 The quantum field of possibilities: the value of being your pure and authentic self 
15.45 – 16.30 Q & A / evaluation / next steps 
 
Day 3  Strategic roadmap to realize World Peace 
09.00 – 09.30 Welcome with dance and Kaizen time: reflection/integration/interaction  
09.30 – 10.30 Strategic roadmap/ Ideal scenario/ Timeline Game /paradigm shift from limited beliefs to see the solution  
10.30 – 10.45  Coffee break 
10.45 – 12.30 Realizing the future now (present – past – future)  
12.30 – 13.30 Lunch break with walk 
13.30 – 15.00 How limited ideas and blind spots have poisoned your system 
15.00 – 15.15 Tea break 
15.15 - 15.45 how to realize happy, healthy and regenerative communities by the Global Living Lab 
15.45 – 16.30 Q & A, win - win, 100% commitment, evaluation and next steps: start Global Peace Building in action  
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Q & A 
It seems impossible till the moment we have realized it! 

Why the Global Peace Building Program (Excellent Governance) for World Leaders in Zanzibar? 
It is important to act and to make the strategic Roadmap for realizing world peace before the end of 2025. Based on the life changing paradigm 
shift from step to step to the quantum leap to High frequency awareness where you can see the solution! 

Why can’t people see the solution? 
Blind spots and limiting beliefs perpetuate clouded perception. The solution is so logical, simple, and obvious that we all overlook it. The 
solution is inside us, as a hidden present, so much closer than 99% of all people think, believe and think its possible. 
 
What is the most crucial insight? 
Problems always arise at the unconscious and low-frequency level of consciousness (fear, dooming, divisiveness, pointing and projecting).  
The solutions always manifest itself at a high-frequency level of consciousness: the level of respect, honesty, equality and unconditional Love.  
As soon as you discover the impact of the different levels of consciousness, you can choose to undo yourself of ballast from the past. 

What means participating in this program? 
To break ingrained patterns and to straighten out what has grown crooked.  
 
What’s in it for you? 
o You will feel the magic of becoming a Master of Manifestation 
o You will find the key to Global Mental and physical Health, self-love, self-confidence, self-healing, self-training and self-empowerment.  
o You will see the impact of working together at the level of connection, trust, accountability, vitality and safety. 
o You will discover the power of inspiring leadership (servant, visionary, authentic and neutral) 
o You will experience the impact of SELF-FULFILLING-PROPHECY AWARENESS. 
o You will make the quantumleap to the Top-level position: the multidimensional point of view where magic begins. 
o You will find the key to get the best out of yourselves and others, to create happy relations without fighting, struggling, arguing, projecting. 
o You will free yourself from blind spots, limiting beliefs, basic illusions, obstacles and ballast from the past. 

 
Why are you organizing the Global Peace Building Program? 
o It’s time to realize an inspiring future perspective for all young people of this planet. 
o It’s time to inspire people worldwide and teach them how to realize the Global Peace Building Mindset of love and forgiveness. 
o  It’s unacceptable that people don’t have healthy food, fresh water, HF education. HF health Care and a safe place to live.  
o We need to overcome abuse of power, inequality, discrimination, racism and ego-driven behavior. 
 
What do we need before we can start? 
o A High Frequency of intrinsically motivated frontrunners network who can see that World Peace begins with the World Peace Mindset. 
o Budget for travel, stay and organizing the 3-year train the trainer programs. 
o  Unconditional support of ambassadors:  world leaders, spiritual leaders, leaders from companies, Government and communities. 
 


